[Motivations and expectations of physicians ordering an echocardiogram and the contribution of transthoracic echocardiography to the clinical practice. The Ligurian Group of the Italian Society of Cardiovascular Echography].
Echocardiography is the cardiological diagnostic test the use of which has increased most in recent years. However, despite the popularity and the massive use of the technique, there is little information regarding the usefulness and management impact of echocardiography as routinely ordered in current medical practice. Furthermore, clinical indications and expectations of physicians who ordered an echocardiogram (echo) have never been systematically evaluated in our country. During the last two weeks of September 1994, a prospective, observational study was carried out at echocardiographic laboratories in 9 hospitals. By means of a questionnaire completed by the physician who ordered the test prior to its performance, we surveyed: characteristics of the ordering physician, reasons for ordering the test, physicians' expectations regarding the test, and pre-echo clinical diagnosis as well as clinical evaluation of presence or absence and severity of specific cardiac abnormalities. In addition, pre-echo clinical and instrumental assessment of specific cardiac abnormalities was compared with echocardiographic findings. Three hundred and forty-eight questionnaires were successfully completed: 42% by cardiologists (C), 30% by general practitioners (GP), 18% by internists (I), and 10% by other specialists (Sp). Forty percent of the echoes were ordered to "Reevaluate a known cardiac disease" (62% C, 19% GP, 14% I and 5% Sp; p = 0.0001), 39% to "Confirm or exclude a clinical suspicion" (40% C, 24% GP, 24% I, and 12% Sp; p = 0.03), and 21% because of "Screening" purposes (40% GP; 32% C, 15% Sp, and 13% I; p = 0.0017). In the patients who had had a previous echo, the expectation of a significant change with respect to the previous one was "Low" for 48% (57% C, 28% GP, 12% I, and 3% Sp; p = NS), "Moderate" for 42% (44% C, 38% GP, 12% I, and 6% Sp; p = NS), and "High" for only 10% of physicians (58% C, 17% GP; 17% I, and 8% Sp; p = NS). Physicians reported that their expectations from the result of the test on patients' management were: "Modifying therapy or clinical management of the patients" for 66% (45% C, 24% GP, 20% I, and 11% Sp; p < 0.0001), "Objective documentations of presence/absence of cardiac disease" for 21% (40% GP, 35% C, 15% I, and 10% Sp; p = NS), and "Patient's reassurement" for 13% (62% GP, 30% C, 6% I, and 2% Sp; p < 0.0001). The expectation that the result of the echo would influence therapeutic and/or clinical management of the patient was "Moderate" for 44% (42% C, 29% GP, 20% I, and 9% Sp; p = NS), "Low" for 36% (43% C, 34% GP, 15% I, and 8% Sp; p = NS), and "High" for only 20% of the physicians (50% C, 23% GP, 17% I and 10% Sp; p = NS). The echo report was judged in agreement with pre-echo clinical assessment in 40% of cases, in disagreement in 32% and compatible in 28%. At the echo examination, clinical left ventricular (LV) enlargement was not confirmed in 45% of cases and was clinically unsuspected in 13%; clinical LV systolic dysfunction was not confirmed in 53% of cases and was clinically unsuspected in 6%; clinical LV hypertrophy was not confirmed in 43% of cases and was clinically unsuspected in 14%; clinical moderate or severe mitral regurgitation was not confirmed in 32% of cases and was clinically unsuspected in 9%; clinical left atrial enlargement was not confirmed in 27% of cases and was clinically unsuspected in 12%. GPs ordered echoes mainly for screening or to evaluate suspected cardiac abnormalities for the purpose of reassuring their patients or documenting the presence or absence of a cardiac disease. C ordered echoes to evaluate clinically suspected cardiac abnormalities or to reassess known cardiac diseases with the purpose of modifying patients' therapy or clinical management. One echo out of 3 gave clinically unsuspected results. In 1 echo out of 2 clinical assessment of the severity of the most common morpho-functional cardiac abnormalities was cha